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Word Games for Clever Kids
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Keynote
A fantastic follow-up to Brain Games for Clever Kids and new to our Clever Kids
puzzle book series, this book features every word puzzle and game
imaginable!

Description
A fantastic follow-up to Brain Games for Clever Kids and new to our Clever Kids
puzzle book series, this book features every word puzzle and game
imaginable! 

Encouraging kids to expand their vocabulary while having fun, from puzzling over letter
soup or cracking cryptograms, to playing Pathfinders or solving sequences, there's a
whole world of wordy content to bamboozle the brain. 

From bestselling puzzle book author Dr Gareth Moore, author of chart-topping success
Brain Games for Clever Kids that has sold over 70,000 copies in the UK.

Sales Points
The perfect book for kids who want to improve their verbal skills with entertaining
games that engage their minds
Featuring a huge range of brain-enhancing exercises suitable for KS2, designed to
launch children’s vocabulary and language skills to another level
Examples include wordsearches, crosswords, letter soup, pathfinders, mixed words,
word pyramids, cryptograms, sequences, odd words out and soundalikes
A new brain-boosting book from best-selling puzzle book author Gareth Moore B.Sc
(Hons) M.Phil Ph.D
Illustrator Chris Dickason's work is populated with rambunctious characters that are a
cleverly crafted mix of an uncomplicated line style and wonky perspectives

Author Biography
Gareth Moore (Author) 
Dr Gareth Moore (B.Sc (Hons) M.Phil Ph.D) is the internationally best-selling author of a
wide range of brain-training and puzzle books for both children and adults, including Anti-
stress Puzzles, Ultimate Dot to Dot, Brain Games for Clever Kids, Lateral Logic and
Extreme Mazes. His books have sold over a million copies in the UK alone, and have been
published in 29 different languages. He is also the creator of online brain-training site
BrainedUp.com, and runs the daily puzzle site PuzzleMix.com.

Chris Dickason (Author) 
Chris grew up somewhere between the canals of south-west France, the Swiss mountains
and England's Essex estuary. The youngest of four children (the little brother role he still
embraces in adulthood), Chris spent the majority of his education drawing on his friends'
schoolbooks and was brought up on a diet of Tom & Jerry, Swiss chocolates, cheap fizzy
pop and French sunshine.

Chris' irreverent sense of humour was born from years as both a mild mannered doodler
and angry burger flipper. Taking inspiration as much from Henri Matisse as he does The
Muppets as well as odd bits of packaging collected from foreign supermarkets, Chris' work
has been described as charming and visually striking with a sharp graphic style. His
illustrations are populated with rambunctious characters that are a cleverly crafted mix of
an uncomplicated line style and wonky perspectives.
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